
Hi Everybody,  
 

    
Well, what a difference a couple of days makes! 
Saturday saw the sun shining down on us and the 
world was a beautiful but chilly place. And then 
came the ground frost with ice, followed by 
fog……and today is the rain. Ho hum. And I 
should have landed in Australia today. Never 
mind, eh?  
 
Despite all the changes to the weather that we 
have seen, the beach has still attracted lots of 
locals and regrettably, some unwanted strangers. 

One of our members spotted two dodgy visitors on our slipway, trying to get up to the 
Bridge and possibly find a way into the Club. Sensibly, he called the Commodore who lives 
nearby and when he arrived the pair fled the scene! Good move. 

     
 
We have had a decent CCTV system in the Boat/Car park for some time, but we have added 
additional cameras and warning signs at the Clubhouse, and temporary curtains hiding the 
view into the Bar from the beach doorway. The curtains are temporary, but serve a 
purpose. Many thanks to Paul and the Kevins for their various works over the weekend. 
 
We have also warned our neighbours about the unwanted visitors.  Can we ask that if you 
are out walking on the beach that you keep an eye on the Club and if you see anything that 
bothers you, please let us know. The same applies to the Car/Boat Park. Sad to ask, but it is 



to keep your property safe. 
 
On a brighter note, do you remember that last week I did ask you to let me know what you 
had been up to? I was pleased to get a response from one of our members Martyn, who 
along with his wife Linda, had only set up their own businesses in October 2019 and were 
now getting a financial hammering because of Covid.  
Despite this, and having “trashed” Netflix of anything they felt of interest, discovered 
jigsaws and floundering on the first 1000 piece attempt they have discovered the joy of 
regular reading. Historic fiction is top of their list, and having read everything by Bernard 
Cornwell and Conn Iggledon they are searching for more suggestions please.   
The good news is that on New Year Eve they sat at a PYC Club bench on the beach to drink a 
bottle of bubbly and ate canapes while watching fireworks in Selsey and Bognor. That show 
was assisted by someone in Harbour View Road behind the Club, where someone had spent 
their money to put on another great display as well.  
Couldn’t think of a better way to welcome in 2021! 
 
Whilst we are only mid-way through January, the Management Committee have asked me 
to let you know that they are still working hard behind the scenes. Whilst we are all aware 
that Covid is now at a most serious level, the hope is that with the vaccination scheme 
taking off, there are many things that now require planning. Should we find ourselves in a 
more favourable position, we will be in a position to move quickly. 
 
Another reminder that the “Sale or Wants” section has now been set up on our website. 
No-one has contacted me yet. Feel free at honsec@paghamyachtclub.com 
 
Sailing and Angling Report 
Nothing to report and a few months to go before the sailing season is due to start. Keep 
smiling!  
sailing@paghamyachtclub.com  
angling@paghamyachtclub.com  
 
Social Membership 

    
Right, this week is going to be easy as it is fizzy drinks questions – fitting in with those 
pictures of our Bar in case you may have forgotten what it looks like! So……..  
1. What two fruit flavours make up Lilt? Pineapple and Grapefruit, Lime and Lemonade or 
Pineapple and Lemon? 
2. What is the only country in the world where Coca-Cola is not the highest selling soft 
drink? Hong Kong, Scotland or Peru? Blimey – someone in the Publicity or Sales department 



at Coca-Cola is about to get sacked! 
3. Which red dotted drink originally contained the mood stabilising drug lithium, used as 
medication for manic states? Dr Pepper, 7 Up or Tango? No, before you ask, I don’t know 
what red spotted means. Is this the rash that it brings you out in? 
4. Which soft drink declares the importance of obeying one’s thirst? Coca-Cola, Irn Bru or 
Sprite? This has got to be an advertising slogan that passed me by but it is now down to 
you. I missed out the one that asked how many it takes two to do but the answer is 
somewhere in the questions. 
5. What was the first product to feature on the cover of Time Magazine? Dr Pepper, Pepsi 
or Coca-Cola? 
 
And the quiz on music answers this week! Sad to say that I had to look some of them up 
again. 
 
1. In what year was the first Woodstock festival held? It just had to be 1969 – that was the 
year that during their honeymoon, John Lennon and Yoko Ono held their first Bed-In called 
Bed-In for Peace at the Amsterdam Hilton Hotel. (It was on my birthday!) 
2. What is the highest-selling album of all time? (worldwide) – oh yes, it had to be Thriller, 
followed by the Greatest Hits Eagles and then Dark Side of the Moon. Please don’t tell me if 
this has changed as people keep buying them! 
3. What is David Bowie’s real name? Robert Jones, David Jones or Michael Jones. If you 
didn’t get this….? Oh, alright it just had to be David Jones! Doesn’t sound quite as 
impressive but he was so good whatever he was called. 
4. Which Beatles song was banned from the BBC for its lyrics? Revolution, Sexy Sadie, or I 
am the Walrus. This is one I really didn’t know and had to look up the words. Very strange 
and I don’t suppose the BBC would even look at it now. Released in November 1967 and 
not often played nowadays. 
5. How many number one singles did Oasis have? 8, 9 or 10. And again, I didn’t know this 
but it was 8 - when they were together. 
 
So, do let me know what you are up to and give me some photographs of the pleasure of 
being in charge of home schooling or some other fantastic experience that lockdown is 
bringing you! (Sorry – couldn’t resist that!) 
 
Keep safe and when you are out, please be careful. 
                                               
Jill    
Honorary Blogger     
Pagham Yacht Club 
12.01.2021  
www.paghamyachtclub.com     
www.facebook.com/Pagham-Yacht-Club -246442385429963/ 
 


